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1.0 Introduction
Is runoff from the land affecting the quality of the Mustique’s marine resources, and if so, is it a
critical issue? This question was raised at the 2014 Grenadines Marine Protected Area Network
meeting held on Mustique. In response, the Mustique Company/Environmental Committee
commissioned a preliminary study of the island’s watersheds. This report documents findings
from that initial assessment conducted on October 2-6, 2015 by the Horsley Witten Group,
Sustainable Grenadines, and The Nature Conservancy. The purpose of the effort was to: 1)
characterize existing watershed conditions in relation to marine ecosystems; 2) identify
potential restoration opportunities and recommended watershed management approach; and
3) provide watershed assessment training for local partners in the Grenadines Bank.
For this investigation, the Mustique Company (the Company) provided mapping information
(i.e., topography, road network, buildings, etc.) that was used to delineate initial watershed
boundaries, quantify impervious cover, and evaluate watershed pollutant load potential.
Discussions with Company representatives and knowledgeable residents provided relevant
background on local environmental conditions. Field investigations were conducted on public
lands and at Company-operated facilities to evaluate drainage infrastructure, land use
conditions, and operations and maintenance activities. Ongoing restoration projects (e.g.,
vegetative stabilization, wastewater improvements, and permaculture gardens) were also
evaluated as context for the types of watershed restoration actions that can be feasibly
implemented. Except for what was visible from public roads, private property was excluded
from this assessment. Since half of the island is privately held, there will likely be gaps in our
understanding of watershed conditions.
This report provides general recommendations for watershed management (Section 2) and a
summary of watershed conditions (Section 3). Infrastructure maintenance and potential
restoration projects are described in Section 4, with conceptual sketches included as an
attachment for some structural wastewater and stormwater projects. Drainage infrastructure
mapping is included as an attachment and shows the locations of stormwater management
facilities, culverts, road cross drains, and flow paths and discharge locations. New mapping
data is in AutoCAD format, but can be provided in GIS format upon request.

1.1

Mustique Watersheds

A watershed is defined as the area of land that drains to a specified location or waterbody after
it rains. Watershed land use activities can have a direct impact on the quality of downstream
receiving waters and health of aquatic ecosystems. Mustique is approximately 2.1 square miles
and is divided into 14 watersheds corresponding with the major coastal bays (Figure 1.1).
Watersheds were delineated based on surface topography provided by the Mustique Company
coupled with field verification of drainage breaks observed from the public road network.
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Figure 1.1. Mustique Watershed Boundaries
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Watershed assessments included evaluating the condition of
public drainage infrastructure and identifying locations for
stabilization, repair, and maintenance. Here, Sustainable
Grenadines maps the location of a trench drain and notes the
magnitude of outlet scour.

Dips used to convey surface runoff and gutter
line flows across the road were mapped and
condition at outlet locations was checked.

Condition of existing stormwater
management ponds was evaluated.

Culverts were checked
for blockages, headwall
condition, and
downstream scour.

Drain inlets/catch basins were mapped and
checked for signs of clogging.
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Erosion potential of road banks
and unpaved surfaces was
assessed.

Pipes and open drainage
systems got the “sniff test” to
identify potential sewage
leaks.

Potential sources of pollution
and spill hazards were
investigated for various land
uses and operations.

Contributing drainage areas to
conveyance channels were
assessed for pollutant loading
potential.

Intermittent stream channel
condition was assessed where
easily accessible.

Erosion and sediment control
at construction sites was
evaluated.
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Mustique is generally well-vegetated and lightly developed with the majority of land either in
forest cover, recreational open space, or low density residential lots. It is the clear intent of the
Planning Guidelines and Development Regulations to preserve the natural landscape and
achieve a sustainable balance between development and the environment. The Mustique
Company estimates that approximately 340 acres is allocated as permanent green space. There
are five higher density residential areas including Lovell Village, the fishermen’s village, Grand
Bay (worker’s village), and a collection of company housing southeast of the airport runway and
behind the Depot. The commercial businesses are primarily located near the fishermen’s
village and the Depot. The airport in the north portion of the island and the solid waste facility
in the south are the major service/industrial areas.
The most significant watershed issue observed for Mustique is untreated wastewater
discharges, primarily from the Lambs Bay and Britannia watersheds. Sedimentation from
erodible lands/channels, unpaved roads, and construction sites is also an issue, which the
Mustique Company has begun to address in the South End and Rutland Bay watersheds, for
example. Stormwater runoff generated from impervious surfaces on both public and private
land is a secondary issue for a number of watersheds, particularly L’Ansecoy, Lambs Bay, and
Plantain Bay, which each have more than 10% impervious cover. The quantification of runoff
volumes, land-based pollutants, and the magnitude of their impact on aquatic ecosystems will
require the implementation of a multi-faceted monitoring program (e.g., in channel, at
discharge point, and in open water in Plantain Bay). Ensuring that pollution prevention
techniques and spill response measures are implemented at the shipping pier and fuel storage
areas is an additional priority. From a habitat restoration perspective, further study is needed
to evaluate the ecological benefits, if any, of re-opening a connection to the ocean for the
Lagoon and wetland area north of the airport.
Table 1.1 provides a brief summary of overarching management issues for each watershed.
Table 1.1. Watershed Condition and Management Summary
Total
Watershed
Acres
General Watershed Features
1
(% IC )
 Location of Fishermen’s village, commercial
shops, Basils Restaurant, Firefly, shipping
dock/pier, and petroleum storage
67.3
 Concrete drainage channels on either side of
3
Britannia
(9%)
fishermen’s village
 Reefs reportedly in poor condition
 Representative villas: Shogun, Tortuga, portion
of Terraces, Greystone, Carisa
 Cotton House and villas close to shoreline
 Representative villas: Blue Waters, Rocina,
Endeavor/
18.2
Bastille
Honor Bay
(9%)
 2 stormwater ponds, water intake facility
 Coral farm established in Endeavor Bay
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 High priority
 Untreated wastewater discharges are
an issue; potential for decentralized
wastewater treatment facility
 Pollution prevention and spill response
planning for shipping and petroleum
storage areas
 Stormwater retrofits
 Upgrade wastewater systems
 Evaluate lawn care management
procedures
 O&M on stormwater ponds
 Watershed awareness/signage

5

Watershed

L’Ansecoy
3
Bay

Total
Acres
1
(% IC )

268.1
(10%)

181.4
(5%)

Lagoon

General Watershed Features
 One of the largest and most developed
watersheds
 Includes important mangrove/wetlands
 Location of airport, Company offices and
housing, tennis club, horse pastures, cemetery,
nursery, school, and library
 Desalinization plant, brine discharge point, and
6 stormwater facilities; school wastewater
upgrade underway
 Representative villas: Zinnia, Stargroves, Palm
Beach, Ultramarine, Jacaranda, Seascape,
Buttercup, Bamboo, Nirvana, Seabreeze,
Mimosa
 Includes 17 acre lagoon (historically there was
an additional salt pond)
 Location of solid waste dump, recycling center,
and batch plant, palm nursery, goat/animal
farm, vets office, Grand Bay
 Recent upgrade to Grand Bay wastewater
treatment with added plant nursery
 Representative villas: Ocean Breezes, Toucan
Hill, Hummingbird, Plantation House

11.5
(21%)

 Smallest, but most densely populated
watershed
 Location of Lovell Village, power plant, TV
station/tower, restaurant and bars
 Representative villas: Sunflower, Heron Bay,
SunValley

47.7
(4%)

 Representative villas: Sleeping Dragon,
Yemanja, Taliesin, Cocoloba, Rutland Hill
 Mostly vegetated, erodible slopes on cliff edge

Macaroni
Bay

108.7
(5%)

 Popular beach park and extensive seaweed
drying/storage area
 Historic wetland area located in wide valley
mentioned in Natural History Guide
 Representative villas: Alumbrera, Macaroni
Beach House, Sundance, Hibiscus, Sienna

North Point

26.9
(1%)

 Small watershed, mostly undeveloped
 Rosa del Venti (portion)

Lambs Bay

3

Lime Kiln
Bay
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 High priority
 Conduct mangrove ecosystem
evaluation to evaluate benefit of
opening a connection to ocean at brine
discharge location
 Construct decentralized wastewater
system for company housing
 Continued O&M of existing stormwater
infrastructure
 Evaluate drainage paths/manure
management in horse areas to
minimize bacteria and nutrient loading
 Monitor effluent concentrations from
Grand Bay wastewater treatment plant
 Stormwater management and stream
restoration improvements
 Conduct lagoon ecosystem evaluation,
include assessment of sediment
deposition rates, solid waste disposal
impacts, and benefits of reopening a
connection to ocean
 High priority
 Open sewage conveyance and
discharge to bay observed; model
indicates highest contributor of overall
bacteria loads
 Improved wastewater management is
paramount
 Extend shoreline stabilization effort
 Maximize stormwater harvesting/reuse
on private properties
 Reduce runoff contributions from
private properties to public roads
 Maximize stormwater harvesting/reuse
on private properties
 Reduce runoff contributions from
private properties to public roads
 Evaluate seaweed management
procedures
 Low priority
 Reduce runoff contributions from
private properties to public roads
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Watershed

Pasture Bay

3

 Large watershed, low density residential
 Infrastructure includes a reconstructed
dam/detention structure
 Unpaved road improvements underway
 Representative villas: Moongate, Terraces
(portion), Indigo, Opium, Simplicity
 Highly developed watershed
 Sediment plumes reported and high
phosphorus loads measured at marine
protected area (MPA) monitoring site
 Location of Community Center, Depot,
Company facilities and apartments, church,
portion of Lovell Village
 Representative villas: Terraces (portion),
Mandalay, Fullmoon, Blackstone, Great House,
Gingerbread
 Small watershed, extensive network of private
roads
 Villas: Lavender Hill, Frangipani, Rosa del Venti
(portion)
 Mostly undeveloped area, extensive valley
with large salt pond and added sediment
forebay
 Unpaved road improvements (Pozzolana)
 Location of community permaculture gardens
and horse pasture
 Villas: Calypso, Windsong, Rutland Hill
(portion), Rosa del Venti (portion)

82.1
(11%)

Ramier Bay

30.2
(9%)

Rutland Bay

102.5
(3%)

Simplicity
Bay

18.7
(9%)

 Small, developed watershed
 Villas: Sapphire, Sunrise, AquaWindward
House (portion), White Cedars

275.0
(9%)

 Largest watershed area, subdivided into
subwatersheds
 Mostly conservation lands with trail system
and low density residential
 Active stabilization of bare soils, access route is
an unpaved road network
 Infrastructure includes culverts and a
detention pond
 Representative villas: Shaherezade,
Salamander, Obsidian, Penthouse, Les Jolies
Eaux

Total
2

134.4
(4%)

General Watershed Features

Plantain Bay

South End

1

Total
Acres
1
(% IC )

3

Watershed Management Approach

 Low priority
 Maximize stormwater harvesting/reuse
on private properties
 Reduce runoff contributions from
private properties to public roads
 High priority
 Stormwater retrofits to reduce runoff
volume and channel erosion
 Reduce runoff contributions from
private properties to public roads
 Monitor flow and turbidity in channel
and outlet to bay
 Channel bank stabilization
 Maximize stormwater harvesting/reuse
on private properties
 Reduce runoff contributions from
private properties to public roads

 Stabilize erosion on trails
 Re-vegetate barren areas
 O&M on sediment forebay

 Maximize stormwater harvesting/reuse
on private properties
 Reduce runoff contributions from
private properties to public roads
 High priority
 Conduct ecosystem evaluation of flora
and fauna within conservation lands
 Continue with extensive revegetation
and stabilization efforts, including
access road and trail management
 Maintenance of pond embankment
and culverts
 Further investigate dam installation
below Salamander
 Minimize private property runoff onto
public roads

1,372.6 (6%)

IC = impervious cover
More details on specific restoration projects are provided in Sections 4 and 5
Watershed was identified in pollutant load modeling as contributor of land-based pollutants
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1.2

Conservation Areas

Mustique is a designated natural conservation area. The Mustique Company Limited Act of
1989 defines the Mustique Conservation Area as the entire island landmass, pillories, and
surrounding waters (up to a minimum of 1000 yards from the shoreline). A portion of this
marine area is overlapped by two of ten Marine Conservation Areas designated under the St.
Vincent and the Grenadines 1987 Fisheries Regulations for special protection of their habitats
and resources, as well as for research purposes and aesthetic beauty (Figure 1.2).
In addition, two areas on Mustique—the wetland adjacent to the airport and an area of dry
forest in the south—were identified for conservation (OAS, 1986). Mustique supports almost a
third of the total inland mangrove area within the SVG region with approximately 30 combined
acres in Lagoon Bay and in the area near the airport (Table 1.2). Little qualitative data is
available, however, on the condition of these mangroves or on coral reefs and sea grass beds.
Table 1.2. SVG Inland Mangroves (SVG National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan, 2000).

Recent reef monitoring in Plantain Bay by the Grenadines Marine Protected Area Network
points to the abundance of macroalgae and the need to reduce land-based sources of pollution
to improve water quality. In comparison to other reefs in the region, the Plantain reef has fairly
high coral cover, ‘good’ bottom, and good Diadema abundance; however, fish biomass is
critically low (Table 1.3).
Of five water quality testing sites in the MPA, the highest phosphorus loading was found at the
reef monitoring location in Plantain Bay, which may explain the abundance of macroalgae on
the reef. Anecdotally, the local dive master reports that the reefs in the worst condition are
located in Endeavor Bay and the south side of Britannia Bay. Further, there are generally no
“good” reefs left in Mustique, but that the seagrass beds are in good condition and growing in
L’Ansecoy and near the Lagoon (per. com. Brian Richards).
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Figure 1.2. Marine Conservation Resources by Watershed
SVG-Marine Protected
Area Network

Mustique Conservation Area
(1,000 yds offshore)
SVG-Marine Protected
Area Network

SVG Marine Protection
Areas

Reefs/Sea Grass
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Sustainable Grenadines suggests that reef health can be improved by reducing sedimentation,
improving water quality through improved wastewater management, and increasing fish
biomass. In 2014-2015, a coral farm was started northwest of the Cotton House pier with the
intention of restocking native reefs as water quality improvements are made.
Table 1.3. Summary of Plantain Bay Reef Condition Assessment (SusGren, 2015)
Site

Role in Reef Health

Plantain Reef
(Mustique)

MAR
Regional

How are the reefs doing?

Coral Cover

The primary building blocks of the reef,
providing its 3D structure and habitat
for other reef organisms.

24.2

16%

Coral cover and the amount of 'good
bottom '(CCA) was fairly good and has
potential for regrowth.

Fleshy
macroalgae

Fleshy macroaglae when too abundant
can out overgrow and out compete
coral.

21.8

23%

Fleshy macroalgae was fairly abundant and
competing with corals. Cyanobacteria was
higher than normal and some
sedimentation was observed.

565

3,567
g/100m2

Herbivorous fish biomass was very low and
few large-sized parrotfish were present.
Additional herbivores could help reduce
algae.

42

1, 335
g/100m2

Commercial fish biomass was critically
low. No large groupers were present.

Herbivorous fish are key grazers that
Herbivorous keep alage from overgrowing corals.
Fish
Large-sized parrotfish (>20 cm) remove
more algae.
Groupers and snappers are key
Commercial
predators on coral reef. Large-sized
fish biomass groupers of at least 50 cm+ are needed
to produce more offspring.
The density of long-spined sea urchin
(Diadema antillarum) - a generalist
Diadema
algal grazer that eats both macroalgae
and turf algae preventing algae from
overgrowing coral.

1.3

0.93

Reefs with
Diadema were present and are helping to
>1 urchin
keep fleshy macroalgae from affecting
/m2 had less
corals, although additional herbivorous fish
than 5%
could help reduce algal overgrowth.
macroaglae

Current Watershed Restoration Activities

The Mustique Company and some residents are already advancing watershed restoration
activities, such as the following:


Upgrades to onsite wastewater treatment systems and installing shared, decentralized
systems with improved pollutant removal and effluent reuse, such as the Grand Bay
worker’s village plant.



Paving eroding, previously-unpaved roads with concrete or pozzolana (a volcanicallyderived stone which hardens over time) and accounting for proper drainage design and
infrastructure, including stone walls along vertical road cuts.



Operation of a demonstration permaculture garden to encourage composting and soil
creation, and provide vegetative/organic techniques for reducing stormwater runoff.



Stabilizing bare, eroding conservation lands with mulch and native grass seed;
constructing stone check dams to slow erosive channel velocities; consolidating trail
systems to reduce scattered foot traffic and eliminating vehicular access.



Investing in solar power to reduce the need to import, transport, and store fuel, thus
reducing spill potential.
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Cleanup and reorganization of solid waste yard/landfill and investment in recycling
operations that allow for greater reuse of organic waste materials.



Maintaining stormwater management practices to collect runoff from airport, roads,
and other impervious surfaces.



Commissioning the inventory of island flora to identify native versus invasive species,
and to locate areas of sensitive or rare plant habitats that should be further protected.

These continuing initiatives can be integrated into the overall watershed management
approach for the island.

The Company has upgraded a number of wastewater
systems to improve water quality conditions, including
construction of a decentralized system for Grand Bay in the
Lagoon watershed, complete with plant nursery for effluent
dispersal.

Much effort has gone into stabilizing exposed soils and eroding
channels on conservation lands in the south end watershed using
wood chips, grass seed, and stone check dams. Consolidating
footpathsMustique
and restricting
vehicular/motorized
vehicular access has
Island
Watershed Report
been an important management strategy to reduce further erosion.

Current road projects include resurfacing and the addition of
proper drainage features. For permanent unpaved roads, the
Company is resurfacing with pozzolana, a volcanic-derived
siliceous and aluminous material that hardens in the presence of
water. The durability of this surface should reduce erosion.

This stormwater management facility captures runoff from
the road and provides water quality treatment.

11
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2.0 Watershed Management
Recommendations
If, as suggested by Sustatinable Grenadies, reef health can be improved through sediment
reduction, better wastewater management, and increased fish biomass, a number of watershed
actions are recommended. The following recommendations are based on observations made
during field assessments and results of mapping and modeling analyses described in Section
3.0. Recommendations are presented in order of priority, but are subject to change based on
integration with operational priorities of the Mustique Company, environmental goals of local
residents and businesses, or as additional information is made available.
1. Eliminate untreated wastewater discharges in the Lambs Bay and Britannia Bay
watersheds. The most significant land-based water quality and health concern is the open
conveyance of raw sewage, illicit discharges, and potential for failing septic systems
observed in the Lambs Bay and Britannia Bay watersheds. Lovell Village has evolved with a
complex network of exposed wastewater pipes and stormwater conveyances that increases
both the risk of human contact and direct discharge potential of raw sewage to the bay
during both wet and dry weather conditions. There is a high potential for on-site systems
along the waterfront in Britannia to fail given the proximity to the ocean and high
groundwater elevations.
To implement this recommendation, a number of actions will be required, including:
a. In the short-term, replace the sewage collection line and/or cover collection boxes in
the Village to reduce stormwater inputs and protect the public. The storage box at
the bottom of the hill on the shoreline needs to be pumped and re-sealed to stop
leaks.
b. Map the pipe network, connections, collection boxes, and treatment systems in
Lovell Village. It is unclear how many residences and businesses have on-site
systems and how many are gravity fed to collection boxes.
c. Evaluate the condition and cleanout frequencies of treatment systems in Lovell
Village and along the waterfront in Britannia Bay (Fishermen’s Village, businesses,
restaurant, and residences on the main road).
d. Design and construct one or more decentralized wastewater systems to manage
Lovell Village and the Britannia Bay waterfront (see concept sketches in appendix for
proposed alternatives).
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2. Continue to upgrade on-site wastewater systems island-wide. It is reported that most onsite wastewater treatment systems on the island are conventionally-designed and include a
box that separates solids and a seepage pit for liquid discharge into the ground. There is
very little treatment provided by this type of system, and since little is known on failure
rates, groundwater quality, subsurface flows and coastal seepage, the conservative
assumption is that some nutrient and bacterial contamination from wastewater may
contribute to land-based loads. The Mustique company has begun upgrading systems (i.e.,
school, Cotton House, Grand Bay) to more advanced treatment technologies and has
identified 22 residential villas for upgrades. The Falcon Unit at Grand Bay is a biodigester
with clarifiers, separation chambers, sludge recycler, clarifiers and UV treatment. The goal
of this system installation is to reuse the discharge to irrigate nursery plants. The following
additional actions are recommended:
a. Survey villa owners on the size and type, condition, location, and last maintenance
record of wastewater system. Couple this inventory with current inventory of
drinking water cistern capacity.
b. Remind residents of greywater discharge requirements. Discharges from sinks,
laundry or showers should not be discharged to the surface (unless there is some
approved alternative such as a polishing wetland).
c. Invest in shared, decentralized systems for Company housing area in L’Ansecoy and
behind the Depot in Plantain Bay watersheds.
d. Monitor effluent quality from Grand Bay wastewater treatment plant to document
nutrient and bacteria concentrations prior to irrigation.

The open conveyance of raw sewage was observed at a number of locations in Lovell
Village. The direct discharge of sewage to Lambs Bay was observed at the “tank”
Mustique Island Watershed Report
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located immediately on the shoreline and adjacent to a direct stormwater13
discharge
outfall.

The lagoon is one of two remaining mangrove areas on
Mustique. Historically, an open connection to the sea may
have made the Lagoon an important nursery grounds for fish.
Has the loss of mangrove to reef connectivity contributed to
declining reef fish populations?

3. Assess mangrove habitat condition and the benefits of
reconnection to the sea. Fish biomass was reported to be
critically low during the recent MPA reef assessment (SusGren, 2015). The primary cause of
this condition (e.g., overfishing, habitat loss, or other ecological conditions) is unclear. The
Nature Conservancy (TNC) ranks mangrove systems adjacent to coral reefs as highly
important for providing protective habitat for juvenile reef fishes. Historically, the lagoon
had a defined opening to the sea (see historic map inset). Presumably, there was also a
more significant connection between the wetlands north of the airport to L’Ansecoy Bay.
The small outlet channel between the mangroves and the sea is located at the brine
discharge and is restricted to two clogged concrete pipes. An intriguing question is if the
loss of connectivity between these mangrove systems and nearshore marine waters is a
contributing factor to low fish biomass.
A comprehensive ecological assessment of the Lagoon and the L’Ansecoy mangroves is
recommended. This evaluation should include an analysis of historic conditions, important
flora and fauna, ecological resource value, land use impacts (i.e., landfill contaminants,
sedimentation from contributing watershed), and the benefits/consequences (if any) of
reopening a marine connection.
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4. Continue stabilization of bare lands and roads to reduce watershed sediment
contributions. Sediment plumes have been sited after rain events on Mustique, particularly
where bare soils, unpaved roads, or stream channels are subject to erosion. Lack of
vegetative cover, steep slopes, and/or concentrated runoff often contributes to erosion and
sediment loading. The Mustique Company has been working diligently to use mulch/wood
chips from island organic waste recycling operations to cover bare ground and form a base
for grass seed to help re-establish vegetative cover on bare conservation lands in the South
End. This stabilization practice is coupled with stone check dams to slow concentrated
flows, and in some areas, reconstruction of detention ponds. Similar activity is taking plans
on the trail system to the south of Rutland Bay. More immediate attention should be
directed towards stabilizing and/or relocating the trail head, which is steep and suffering
from extensive erosion.
Unpaved, eroded roads are systematically being resurfaced by the Company with concrete
or pozzolana, which should result in a more durable, less erodible unpaved surface than
conventional dirt roads. It is important to ensure that road pitch and proper drainage
infrastructure is considered during all road improvement activities. Cross-drains, swales,
and inlets should be added to a drainage structure inventory for incorporation into
operations and maintenance planning. Particular attention should be given
where paved roads direct runoff onto unpaved roads, and
where localized erosion is evident at discharge points.
Exposed vertical banks created when roads were cut
can also be sources of sediment.

Stabilization of erodible lands on the
South End is an important watershed
restoration activity.

Mustique Island Watershed Report
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Combination living walls with stone used
to stabilize a vertical bank along a road.

The Mustique Company is addressing some of these as part of road
improvements. A structural inventory should be completed to determine which road banks
are suitable for vegetative “soft” stabilization, “hard” stabilization with stone or timber
walls, or some combined approach.
5. Enforce implementation of erosion and sediment control (ESC) measures at small
construction sites. While small sites seem innocuous in the big scheme of things, they offer
a disproportionately high potential for soil exposure and sediment mobilization for their
size. During the watershed investigation, only a handful of construction projects were
underway, including three villa construction projects and the expanded utility line
installation within the road right-of-way. One residential construction site in particular
illustrated the problems associated with lack of perimeter controls. Deposition of sediment
on the public road, filling the roadside drainage swale, completely covering a catchbasin,
and discharging sediment on downstream private property were observed.
As part of the building permit conditions, consider requiring contractors to conduct routine
inspections of all ESC measures and to inspect off-site discharges after rain events.
Contractors should be held responsible for damage to public infrastructure, private
property, and or receiving waters. Performance bonds could be collected by the Company
in the event that off-site impacts have to be addressed. The Mustique Island Water Runoff
Control Guidelines offers effective ESC measures. Given the availability of mulch and
organic material, we recommend adding compost socks as an alternative to silt fence. The
socks can be filled with woodchips or mulch, are easier to install and more durable than silt
fencing, are removable and reusable, and plantable.
Mustique Island Watershed Report
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Sediment washing off this construction site filled drainage infrastructure and discharged sediment onto downstream property.

Consider adding compost socks to the island’s
toolbox for runoff control as an alternative to silt
fence.

6. Minimize runoff from private properties. Half of the island’s impervious cover is on private
property. In addition to rooftops that are often connected with cisterns, many villas have
lengthy driveways, parking areas, patios, and compacted eroding yards that also generate
runoff—the fate of which likely is to be shed onto adjacent vegetation, directed onto public
roads, or routed around the property via manmade conveyance channels. To mimic the
natural watershed hydrology, impervious surfaces should be minimized and the runoff that
is generated should be managed on site, either through infiltration, evaporation or plant
uptake. To encourage runoff reduction on private properties, consider the following:
a. Revise Planning Guidelines and Development Regulations to include non-roofed
impervious surfaces such as decks and driveways in the lot density restrictions.
b. Complete an inventory of private lots to quantify the amount of impervious cover
discharging directly to public infrastructure or waterbodies. This inventory should be
focused on the watersheds above the 10% impervious cover threshold including
Plantain Bay, Lambs Bay, and L’Ansecoy, followed by the other watersheds.
c. Consider assessing a drainage fee based on off-site discharge volume to cover the
costs of operations and maintenance of public drainage infrastructure and watershed
restoration projects.
d. Incentivize the collection, storage, and reuse of runoff through stormwater fee
reduction credits or public/private restoration partnerships to subsidize the cost of
implementation. Continue to showcase examples of alternative design options for
residential properties

Mustique Island Watershed Report
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Planted mulch berms on display at the community permaculture
garden offer an example of a management technique that can be
used to slow and direct surface runoff, increase infiltration, and
promote evapotranspiration.

Residential property using a vegetated berm
to reduce runoff onto a public road.

Stormwater is the
neglected member of the
water utility triad. Just
like water and
wastewater, stormwater
requires infrastructure
with associated
construction and longterm maintenance costs.
There is currently no
direct fee associated with
public management of
stormwater generated on
private properties.

A preferred approach is to capture
driveway runoff, store it in cisterns, and
reuse it for landscape watering.

Some private roads generate stormwater runoff that is then
discharged onto the public road. This runoff can exceed the
capacity of the public drainage infrastructure, contribute to
erosion and
clogging
of drains,
and increase
the overall
Mustique
Island
Watershed
Report
maintenance burden on the system.

1818

This is an example of a residential property where the use of a
mulch berm would help to trap runoff and sediment on-site.
Rainwater harvesting, collection in tanks, and reuse for landscape
irrigation would be ideal.

Not all villas driveways on Mustique are impervious. The drive
shown here is made of Grass Pave, which uses structural plastic
cups to prevent compaction, support grass growth, and allow
stormwater to infiltrate into the ground.
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Example of an opportunity to divert road runoff into a vegetated,
organic filter (or bioretention facility) within the existing
landscape island at the road intersection.

7. Continue to maintain drainage infrastructure and look for new opportunities to manage
existing stormwater runoff. The Company currently manages at least 13 stormwater
facilities and over 100 road drainage structures (e.g. dips, trench drains, inlets, culverts,
etc). Overall, the road drainage and stormwater facility infrastructure is in relatively good
condition, with a few exceptions (see specific recommendations in Section 4.0). There are
opportunities to:
a. Better manage road runoff after it is diverted off the road. All outlets, for example,
should contain energy dissipaters to slow velocities, level spreaders to convert
concentrated flow to sheet flow, or sumps to capture road debris and make
maintenance fairly easy.
b. Provide more frequent interception of surface runoff on long, steep road sections to
help reduce cumulative runoff volumes and velocities that cause scour at outlet
points and wear on infrastructure.
c. Establish an annual operations and maintenance plan for cleaning catch basins,
trench drains, and culverts, as well as pond maintenance. An infrastructure map is
attached to this report.
d. Advance concepts for new stormwater facilities on public lands and within the road
right-of-way, for example, in the open field across from the Community Center or
adjacent to the road near Grand Bay.
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8. Implement pollution prevention measures at company-operated facilities and other sites
with high pollutant load potential. There are a number of service-related land uses that
involve the storage, transport, or generation of pollutants. These sites have the potential to
generate higher concentrations of stormwater pollution than typical land uses. Pollution
hotspots include sites like the airport, solid waste facility, power plant, fuel storage tanks,
petrol station, shipping pier, goat farm and horse stables, and potentially the sargassum
seaweed storage area behind Macaroni Beach.
The potential for oils, bacteria, nutrients, and other contaminant exposure at these sites
should be evaluated more closely from a stormwater runoff perspective, and a pollution
prevention plan developed for each facility.
Pollution prevention plans should include non-structural measures such as proper siting,
containment, and covering of outdoor materials; spill response planning at loading and
unloading areas; and structural treatment measures where appropriate.
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Stormwater runoff at the power plant picks up any pollutants
collected on paved surfaces and conveys them to one of two
discharge locations without any treatment.
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Channel erosion was evident at various locations on the island, including the
Grand Bay housing complex(top left), at the corner near the Community Center
(top right), and along the western side of Sleeping Dragon (bottom).

9. Investigate potential stream restoration and shoreline stabilization opportunities. There
are a number of intermittent channels and unpaved ditches that appear to be experiencing
high levels of erosive flow, reuslting in bank erosion and bed scour. Examples include the
stream channel in Plantain Bay near the Community Center and the channel to the west of
Sleeping Dragon in Lime Kiln. Successful channel stablization generally requires controling
the runoff entering the system first, however there are liekly opportuniteis for vegetating,
installing erosion control mats, or other measures that can be utilized in the less impacted
areas. In addtion, extension of shoreline stabilization is recommedned in Lambs Bay to
protect road and wastewater infrastrucutre. Failing gabion baskets protecting a residential
property south of the Lagoon were also observed during a snorkeling trip.
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Link watershed restoration messaging with existing environmental signage and Company
communications regarding utilities, waste management, and conservation programs.
Start educating residents, businesses, and visitors on how land use activities in the
watershed can impact the island’s valuable marine resources. Current programs such as the
Coral Farm, permaculture garden, wastewater improvements, recycling, and solar
installations can contain proactive watershed messaging that may eventually resonate with
island stakeholders. Post a watershed map at the airport so residents and visitors can
locate which watershed they reside in, and how they relate to specific management
strategies. Include watershed and water infrastructure topics (e.g., water, wastewater,
stormwater) in the school curriculum.
10. Consider implementing an in-house monitoring program. Quantifying watershed
pollutant loads may provide important information to accompany reef monitoring results.
With relatively low cost investment in water quality meters, an incubator, and stream flow
gauges a fairly robust monitoring program could be implemented. A monitoring plan
should be developed to establish objectives, monitoring locations, and protocols. The plan
will be based on overall monitoring goals, such as measuring wastewater effluent
concentrations to ensure safety of landscape irrigation, identify the owner of illicit
discharges, or to develop stage/discharge relationships for intermittent stream channels.

Opportunities exist to integrate watershed messages in existing
environmental initiatives and education programs.
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3.0 Watershed Conditions
Water quality, aquatic habitat condition, biological
community health, and localized erosion and
flooding can all be directly correlated to land use.
The hydrologic cycle is altered when land cover is
converted from a naturally-vegetated condition to
more buildings, parking lots, roads, and lawns. In
altered watersheds, a smaller portion of rainfall
infiltrates into the ground; less rainfall is intercepted
by tree canopies or absorbed by vegetation; and
more rainfall becomes surface runoff that is quickly
conveyed via drainage pipes, roads, and channels
directly to downstream waters. As a result, altered
watersheds experience higher peak flows (flooding)
and flashier, more erosive discharges
In addition, surface runoff has a greater probability
of picking up contaminants from altered lands and
discharging them into aquatic systems. Land
clearing for construction or agriculture can eliminate
valuable topsoil and native vegetation, exposing
The hydrology of undeveloped (top) and urbanized (bottom)
soils to erosion during rain events. This can result in watersheds is significantly different. Urban watersheds
experience increased flooding frequencies, more water
sediment deposition on roads, clog drainage pipes,
fill ponds, and create sediment plumes in nearshore quality problems, reduced groundwater recharge, and
declining biological health. This trend corresponds directly
waters. Wastewater discharges and lawn runoff
with increased surface runoff generated by impervious cover
from residential areas can generate excess nutrients and the loss of vegetation and native soils.
and bacteria, which can lead to algal growth and
human contact concerns in downstream waters. Parking lots, restaurants, and waste disposal
sites can generate oils, grease, and other contaminants that can be toxic.

3.1

Impervious Cover

Indicators of watershed health, such as the amount of watershed impervious cover (IC), have
been well-documented in both temperate and tropical regions around the world. In general,
developed watersheds with greater than 10% IC are likely to show signs of declining water
quality and negative impacts on aquatic life and habitat condition. This is due to the strong
correlation between the amount of watershed runoff and IC.
A preliminary analysis of Mustique’s IC using existing mapping data revealed that Lambs Bay,
Plantain Bay, and L’Ansecoy exceed the 10% IC threshold, and that several other watersheds
are close to that threshold (Figure 3.1, Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.1. Total Watershed Area and % Impervious Cover
L’Ansecoy
Area: 268.1 ac
% IC: 10%

Ramier Bay
Area: 30.2 ac
% IC: 9%

North Pt

Area: 26.9 ac

% IC: 1%

Endeavor/Honor Bay
Area: 18.2 ac
% IC: 9%

Plantain Bay
Area: 82.1 ac
% IC: 11%

Lambs Bay
Area: 11.5 ac
% IC: 21%

Britannia Bay
Area: 67.4 ac
% IC: 9%

Rutland
Area: 102.5 ac
% IC: 3%

Lime Kiln
Area: 47.7 ac
% IC: 4%

Macaroni
Area: 108.7 ac
% IC: 5%

Simplicity
Area: 18.7 ac
% IC: 9%

Lagoon
Area: 181.4 ac
% IC: 4%

Pasture Bay
Area: 134.4 ac
% IC: 4%

South End
Area: 275 ac
% IC: 3%
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Table 3.1. Watershed Impervious Cover
Total Watershed
Watershed Area Minus
Impervious
% Impervious
Watershed
1
2
Acres
Open Water (acres)
Cover (acres)
Cover
Britannia
67.3
66.9
6.1
9%
Endeavor/Honor Bay
18.2
18.2
1.7
9%
L’Ansecoy Bay
268.1
263.0
25.1
10%
Lagoon
181.4
164.8
7.8
5%
Lambs Bay
11.5
11.5
2.4
21%
Lime Kiln Bay
47.7
47.7
1.9
4%
Macaroni Bay
108.7
108.7
5.5
5%
North Point
26.9
26.9
0.4
1%
Pasture Bay
134.4
134.4
5.9
4%
Plantain Bay
82.1
81.7
8.6
11%
Ramier Bay
30.2
30.2
2.9
9%
Rutland Bay
102.5
102.1
2.8
3%
Simplicity Bay
18.7
18.7
1.8
9%
South End
275.0
274.8
7.4
3%
Total
1372.6
1349.6
80.3
6%
1
IC taken from AutoCAD and is incomplete. Open patios, walkways, parking areas, and some tennis courts that
were not easily converted into GIS are not included. It does include most paved, unpaved, and private roads, as
well as roofs, pools, tracks, and footpaths.
2
% of IC within watershed minus open water
* Yellow and orange shading indicates watersheds close or over the 10% impervious cover threshold. Green
shading indicates watersheds with very little impervious cover.

A breakdown of impervious cover types finds that:


Almost half of all island IC is on private properties (38 of 80 total IC acres);



Private property IC is under-represented in the analysis due to mapping gaps; and



Most IC is roofs, unless combining paved/unpaved/and private roads (Figure 3.2). Many
roofs on Mustique have cisterns which collect rainfall for reuse. Runoff from public and
private roads, which is the majority of remaining impervious cover, is less likely to be
managed; although some driveway collection systems were observed.

Additional information on island wide IC includes the following:


Public paved roads: 16.2 miles, mapping estimate of 30.8 acres of impervious cover
(does not include parking lots)



Private paved roads: 9.3 acres IC (underestimated, does not include parking areas)



Unpaved roads/tracks: 2.9 miles, 4.8 acres



Roof: 31.4 acres
o Company residences: 121
o Village houses 43
o Villas: 103 (plus 5 under construction)



15 tennis courts
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Figure 3.2. Breakdown of Impervious Cover Type Island-wide and in Select Watersheds

Islandwide

L’Ansecoy
Bay

Plantain
Bay

Watershed

Watershed

Lambs
Bay

3.2

Land Use, Pollutant Loading, and Runoff Volumes

Average pollutant load coefficients have been established for a variety of land use types based
on decades of stormwater quality monitoring in the United States. A preliminary land use map
was created for Mustique based on the current zoning map and aerial interpretation (Figure
3.3). The map was used to generate comparative pollutant load and runoff volume estimates
for each watershed using the Watershed Treatment Model (WTM). The WTM is a simple
spreadsheet model that relies on land use type and acreage (Table 3.2) as the primary factor
determining the amount of watershed pollution generated. In this case, default land use
coefficients for nutrients, sediment, and bacteria were based on loading factors adapted for use
in the US Virgin Islands. Secondary sources based on more detailed watershed-specific
information can be incorporated when known, such as septic system use, livestock, boats,
channel erosion, and illicit discharges (i.e., non-stormwater discharges to the drainage system,
such as wastewater). The WTM can be used to quantify existing and future pollutant loads;
however, the model is used here to show the relative contributions of each watershed to
cumulative pollutant loads discharged to Mustique surface waters to help prioritize watersheds
for future management focus.
Results from the model (Figures 3.4-3.6) indicate L’Ansecoy, Lambs Bay, Britannia, and South
End watersheds as the prominent contributors to overall nutrient, sediment, and bacteria loads
to surface waters. A general breakdown showing the dominant sources of pollutants for the
four priority watersheds is shown in Table 3.3. These results are in line with expectations given
the size and extent of development in the L’Ansecoy watershed; sewage discharges in Lambs
and Britannia Bays; and the extent of bare, erodible lands in the South End. The model did not
identify Plantain Bay watershed, where chronic sediment plumes have been reported, as one of
the significant total TSS contributors, probably due to the small size of the watershed.
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Figure 3.3. Representative Watershed Land Use Map (note: not an official land use map)

IND
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Table 3.2. Generalized Watershed Land Use by Watershed
Residential
OPEN
Watershed
COM MUN
INST
WATER Total
HDR MDR
LDR
FOR
PAST/ AG BARE REC
Britannia
4.4
0.1
2.3
37.1
22.9
3.0
0.4
70.4
Endeavor
9.1
7.3
1.3
17.7
L’Ansecoy Bay
4.1
35.2
32.8
81.3
17.1
73.3
7.7
1.5
9.4
5.0
267.4
Lagoon
15.7
14.8
41.2
83.9
9.2
0.1
16.6
181.4
Lambs Bay
0.2
7.5
0.8
1.9
1.1
11.5
Lime Kiln Bay
29.2
13.4
5.1
47.7
Macaroni Bay
1.4
54.7
50.2
2.4
108.7
North Point
4.4
22.4
26.9
Pasture Bay
0.0
52.1
79.4
2.9
134.4
Plantain Bay
2.6
2.0
0.1
53.4
4.2
18.4
1.1
0.4
82.1
Ramier Bay
23.6
6.5
30.2
Rutland Bay
0.0
46.3
39.4
3.9
12.6
0.5
102.6
Simplicity Bay
16.5
2.1
18.7
South End
85.7
151.7
37.4
0.1
275.0
total
11.1
51.2
11.9
49.9
536.6 28.6 566.1
20.8
61.9 13.5
23.1
1374.6
1
Land use was roughly estimated by aerial interpretation solely for the purposes of generating land use inputs into
the Watershed Treatment Model. Total land use area will differ slightly from watershed area due to mapping gaps.

Figure 3.4. Watershed Contribution to Total Nutrients and Suspended Solids
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Figure 3.5. Watershed Contribution to Total Bacteria Load

Figure 3.6. Watershed Contribution to Total Runoff Volume
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Bacteria

Lambs Bay

L’Ansecoy

Table 3.3. Existing Load Allocations by Source in Key Watersheds
Existing Pollution Load Allocation by Watershed Source
Watershed
TP
TSS
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TP

Existing Pollution Load Allocation by Watershed Source
TSS

Bacteria

South End

Britannia

Watershed
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3.3

Stormwater, Drinking Water, and Wastewater

Average rainfall is approximately 45-50 inches/yr, depending on the period of record evaluated,
with a rainy season in late August through November (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7. Mustique Average Monthly Rainfall (1964-2015, records provided by Mustique Company)

There are no perennial streams on Mustique. Most drainage “ditches” are channelized or
armored along roads and between residences in the more densely urbanized areas. There are
over 16 miles of paved public roads (does not include private roads), and approximately 3 miles
of unpaved roads. This road network contains over 100 drainage structures (e.g., culverts,
inlets, cross drains, paved dips, trench drains, speed bumps, etc) that direct surface runoff.
Drainage infrastructure maps are provided as an attachment to this report.
Several ponds provide stormwater attenuation and treatment services in addition to the
Lagoon, the wetlands north of the airport, and the large pond at Rutland Bay. These ponds are
existing stormwater management facilities and will require occasional maintenance and
inspection (Figure 3.8). The stormwater wetlands/swales south of the airport runway and the
organic filters at the permaculture garden are also stormwater practices. Currently, there are
13 stormwater facilities being managed by the Mustique Company.
There is no source of freshwater on the island. Drinking water comes from desalinization plants
and reverse osmosis treatment distributed through over 11 miles of water line. There are
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historic, brackish groundwater wells that are not currently operated. Rooftop collection in
cisterns is prevalent, but this is primarily for non-potable use.
There is no centralized wastewater treatment plant. With the exception of the new facility at
Grand Bay, most residences have conventional on-site systems. The new Grand Bay package
plant includes UV treatment and the effluent is used to irrigate nursery trees. Little is known
about the design and condition of private systems, other than that most provide limited
treatment via a simple septic tank to separate solids and a seepage/soak-away pit for liquids.
The Mustique Company has upgraded 19 facilities, including the Cotton House and the school,
and has identified 22 villas for upgrades.
Despite prohibitive regulations, greywater discharges (e.g., sinks, laundry, showers) were
observed in a number of locations around the island. Open conveyance and direct ocean
discharge of raw sewage was observed in Lovell Village. Failing on-site systems were observed
in and around the Fishermen’s Village.
Figure 3.8. Existing Stormwater Facilities
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Most of the stormwater facilities on Mustique are wet ponds with
permanent pools. There are a number of alternative practices (e.g.,
bioretention, underground recharge chambers, dry swales, permeable
pavers) that can manage stormwater without constant standing water.

Here, water hyacinth is being removed from a stormwater pond
to reduce mosquito breeding. Operations and maintenance of
stormwater facilities is a long-term commitment and may involve
dredging, structural repairs, as well as vegetation removal.
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4.0 Restoration Projects
A number of potential restoration and infrastructure maintenance projects were identified
during field assessments. For reporting purposes, these projects are grouped into the following
categories defined as follows:


Wastewater improvements—inspection and maintenance, replacement, or upgrades to
existing on-site systems; monitoring of treatment effluent; mapping wastewater pipes
and infrastructure; eliminating leaks and untreated discharges; and construction of
decentralized system serving multiple sites, etc.



Pollution prevention—covering outdoor storage areas to prevent rainwater
contamination; installing appropriate ESC practices to reduce erosion; evaluating spill
prevention and emergency response plans at transfer stations and shipping docks, etc.



Slope stabilization—preventing erosion on unstable or un-vegetated slopes, including
road cuts/banks, etc.



Stormwater retrofits—installation of new stormwater management facilities to capture
and treat runoff from existing development; upgrades to existing stormwater facilities
to improve treatment, infiltration, or volume reduction, etc.



Infrastructure Maintenance—cleaning out of catch basins, culverts, or other drainage
infrastructure; pond maintenance, etc.



Road improvements—increasing the longevity of road surfaces and solving drainage
problems by resurfacing, adding new drainage features, etc.



Channel/Wetland Restoration—stream stabilization and channel naturalization;
mangrove habitat improvements, etc.

Tabular summaries are presented below to document potential restoration projects idenitifed
by field crews within each watershed. A proposed management approach is provided for five
high priority watersheds: Britannia Bay, Lambs Bay, Plantain Bay, L’Ansecoy, and South End
Watersheds. Priority watersheds are those with >10% impervious cover, or those having the
highest percent contribution of land-based pollutant loads based on results of the WTM.
Figures 4.1-4.3 are project locations maps, where projects sites are labeled by corresponding to
the project ID in the summary tables.
Conceptual sketches for major wastewater and structural stormwater retrofits can be found in
Attachment A.
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4.1

Britannia Bay Watershed

While reef conditions are not considered high quality offshore, there are a number of
watershed restoration actions that could improve water quality. The priority for Britannia is
addressing wastewater contamination issues. The open space behind the supermarket/
boutique offers an opportunity to locate a package plant to serve the Fishermen’s Village,
commercial properties, and possibly portions of Lovell Village (see Appendix A). At a minimum,
increased inspection and pump out of on-site systems is recommended.
The second priority is providing pollution prevention/spill response planning for the shipping
and petroleum storage areas. Specific projects are summarized in the table below and project
locations are shown in Figure 4.1.
Table 4.1. Britannia Bay Projects
ID
Type

Description
Possible alternate location for running a force main around power station
BB1*
Wastewater
from Lovell Village to a combined decentralized system in open area
behind stores.
Clean up construction and residential debris; remove waste materials
BB2
Pollution Prevention
from power plant; provide erosion control practices
Slope erosion from road runoff. Replant or use stone apron along road
BB3
Slope Stabilization
shoulder to slow water and reduce erosion.
Investigate septic system overflow at Fishermen's Village; consider
Wastewater
hooking up to proposed decentralized system behind stores.
BB4*
Divert surface flows into vegetated area next to store using speed bump
Stormwater Retrofit
or dip. Existing curb cuts to be enhanced. Use grass pavers for parking
lot. Overflow into next grassed area, tie into existing outlet across street.
Clean up and reorganize boat storage area. Consider installing a
vegetated swale system along edge of road to provide water quality
BB5
Stormwater Retrofit
treatment. Add cisterns to stores to reduce roof runoff onto parking area
and road.
BB6
Wastewater
Check for illicit discharge at curbside drain inlet
Slope Stabilization
Slope stabilization along road between Basils and pier
BB7*
Increase inspection frequency of on-site wastewater system at Basil’s
Wastewater
Restaurant; consider hooking up to decentralized system
Drain inlet in parking area is clogged. Direct pipe discharge to ocean.
Clean out and add a sump and hooded outlet to separate oils and trap
BB8
Infrastructure Maintenance
sediment. Provide spill prevention countermeasures to block inlet incase
of spills.
Discharge from road dip is eroding slope. Stabilize outlet location with
BB9
Road Improvement
stone.
Stabilize splash pad area below curb cut; follow flow path uphill to
BB10
Road Improvement
determine if drainage from private property could be managed to reduce
volume and velocity.
*Concept sketches for this project are included in Appendix A
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BB1- potential wastewater
plant location

BB8- outfall pipe from clogged
drain inlet

BB5- additional roof drainage adds to
parking lot and road runoff volume

BB6- standing water in
drainage ditch at culvert
smelled like sewage

Representative photos from the Britannia Bay Watershed

4.2

Lambs Bay Watershed

Raw sewage is openly-conveyed along the road and between/below homes in Lovell Village.
This high density residential area also includes a restaurant, two local bars, and the power
plant. Wastewater discharges pose not only a water quality issue for marine ecosystem, but
represent a major public health concern. Construction of a decentralized waste water
treatment system to collectively manage the Village is the preferred restoration approach. Two
alternatives for a wastewater system for the Village are provided in Section 5.0. The challenge
in the Village is keeping infrastructure away from the shoreline, maximizing the number of
homes that can be managed, and finding a suitable location for disposal. The proposed
alternatives assume that no housing will be relocated.
If a small package plant is not feasible, rebuilding the collection system to eliminate surface
discharges, cover open sewer boxes and separate the sewage from stormwater will need to be
completed, at a minimum. This will likely entail a full inventory of the wastewater and drainage
pipe network in the Village. In addition, we recommend extending the shoreline stabilization
project further north, if the location of the existing collection box is to be maintained.
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The second priority is to repave the main road down to the bottom of the Village, which could
be done in conjunction with installing new sewer lines and addressing stormwater. Options for
managing stormwater also exist; however, the wastewater issues should be addressed first.
Specific projects are summarized in the table below and project locations are shown in Figure
4.1.
Table 4.2. Lambs Bay Projects
ID

Type

LB1*

Stormwater
Retrofit/Road
Improvement

LB2*

Stormwater Retrofit

LB3*

Stormwater Retrofit

LB4*

Wastewater

LB5*

Wastewater

LB6/LB8* Wastewater
LB7

Stormwater BMP

LB9

Road Improvement

LB10

Slope Stabilization

LB11

Stormwater Retrofit

LB12

Stormwater Retrofit

LB1

Stormwater Retrofit/
Road Improvement

Description

Drainage comes down road and discharges here. Investigate
condition of the outlet location at end of road, may need
stabilization.
Open grass area at corner oceanfront lot. Potential to direct road
runoff via speed bump/curb cut into small forebay with weir, into
larger vegetated bioretention or organic filter. Incorporate trees into
design.
Runoff from steep road coming into backyard causing sediment
deposition on walkway; consider diverting runoff into terraced rain
gardens in side yard; install/raise curb height further up road to
prevent short-circuiting.
Grey water discharge from kitchen sink at new house piped down to
discharge onto road. Reconnect to onsite system or other on site
reuse.
Stop actively discharging sewage into ocean at box structure.
Potential location for new decentralized system and vegetative
disposal area.
Runoff from upper hillside blowing out anchor mat on shoreline
stabilization project. Intercept runoff on slope into a terraced
vegetated berm/swale system.
Potholes and extensive road deterioration from top of road. Road
undercut at construction site. Repair road. Stabilize vertical
cuts/banks with walls.
Vegetate to stabilize slopes.
Planter area between house and road could be used to accept road
runoff and provide treatment; convert to bioswale with under drain
filter.
Runoff at power plant operations is contaminated with oils and
discharges off-site without treatment. Consider installing an
oil/water separator and providing covered storage for waste
barrels/containers.
Drainage comes down road and discharges here. Investigate
condition of the outlet location at end of road, may need
stabilization.

*Concept sketches for this project are included in Appendix A
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Open drainage box mixing
sewage and stormwater

LB2-open grass area for
potential stormwater retrofit

LB6-potential disposal area or
nursery location in wastewater
upgrade alternative for Village

Untreated stormwater
from Village discharges
at this outfall location.

Representative photos from the Lambs Bay Watershed

4.3

Plantain Bay Watershed

This watershed offers a number of stormwater retrofit and stream channel restoration
opportunities that may influence the magnitude and frequency of reported sediment plumes in
the bay. Though relatively small, this watershed is more than 10% impervious cover, with a
balance between residential use and commercial/paved roads. The main watershed objective
is to reduce runoff volumes that travel from the headwaters to the channel adjacent to the
Community Center that eventually outlets by the Great House. This will require runoff
reduction measures on both public and private lands. The biggest opportunity to manage flows
regionally may be in the field across the street from the Community Center.
Specific projects are summarized in the table below and project locations are shown in Figure
4.1.
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PL4-location for potential stormwater practice
to treat and infiltrate runoff.

Representative photos from the Plantain Bay Watershed

Table 4.3. Plantain Bay Projects
ID

PL1
PL2
PL3
--

Type

Other
Channel
Restoration
Pollution
Prevention
Pollution
Prevention

PL4*

Stormwater
Retrofit

PL5

Stormwater
Retrofit

PL6

Channel
Restoration

PL7

Stormwater
Retrofit

PL8

Maintenance

Description

Monitor turbidity at channel outlet to Plantain Bay
Stream erosion at corner by community center. Complete upstream flow
management first, and then stream restoration.
Trench drain clogged; consider secondary containment at petrol station or
adding a covered fueling island; redo drainage
Ensure maintenance practices are in place to minimize contamination of
stormwater at the Company maintenance yard.
Use open field area on corner to manage portion of runoff. Install speed hump
or cross drain across road to divert flows from gutter into swale at top of road
and at bottom. Keep foot paths. Use existing swale. Also intercept portion from
Depot road.
Depot parking lot has no treatment; unsure if roof runoff is captured in below
ground cisterns. If not, consider raised planter beds to manage roof runoff and a
landscaped bioswale at end of parking lot at existing planting bed. Use one inlet
and make planter a little deeper.
Concrete channel on one side of road, ornamental with landscape design value.
Consider removing concrete, planting, adding check dams. Use as an example of
things your landscaper can do to slow the water down.
Low spot between two churches/school. Consider uphill site stabilization with
terraced berms. Direct overflow to rain garden to reduce runoff volume and
serve as demo disconnection project for community engagement. Behind
church, look for concentrated discharge point and install level spreader.
Blocked culvert to be cleaned.

*Concept sketches for this project are included in Appendix A
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4.4

L’Ansecoy Watershed

This is one of the largest and most developed watersheds on the island, and there are
numerous existing stormwater facilities. The watershed management approach here includes
investigating restoration of the mangrove system north of the airport, maintenance of existing
drainage infrastructure, enforcing erosion and sediment control at construction sites, and
upgrading wastewater treatment for company housing.
Specific projects are summarized in the table below and project locations are shown in Figure
4.2.
Table 4.4. L’Ansecoy Projects
ID

Type

Description

LA1*

Wetland
Restoration*

--

Wastewater

LA2

Road
Improvement

Road pitching the wrong way; address when repaving

Pollution
Prevention

Erosion from the nursery area going across road and into airport
stormwater practice facility; reducing capacity of wet meadow. Keep
stockpiles protected from runoff; upgrade inlet to include a sediment
forebay.

LA3

LA4
LA5
LA6
LA7
LA8
LA9
LA10
LA11
LA12
LA13
LA14

Road
Improvement
Road
Improvement
Stormwater
Retrofit
Wastewater
Stormwater
Retrofit
Stormwater
Retrofit
Stormwater
Retrofit
Infrastructure
maintenance
Road
Improvement
Pollution
Prevention
Infrastructure
maintenance

Investigate the benefits and feasibility of reopening/widening the inlet to
the mangrove system at the brine discharge.
Consider decentralized package system to manage the company housing
area.

Eroding drive, backside of property; drainage channel comes in along here
Where is water coming from?
Potential to divert road and parking area runoff into grassed area adjacent
to Company offices; consider rain garden or other vegetated filter
Check for potential illicit discharge in concrete channel
Install a swale or a raingarden at the clinic to serve as a demonstration for
how residents can manage runoff from their parking areas
Potential to install a rain garden along the road and at downspouts in front
of school building.
Consider onsite measures to manage pavement at the Tennis club on site
(this is a low priority). If upgrading facility, consider options to reduce
overall impervious cover.
Enforce construction site ESC measures; street sweeping and unclog drain
inlet and pipe, remove sediment from channel on downstream property.
Erosion at outfall location; new road, stepped discharge
Cans, bottles, and other household trash deposited in the woods behind
Buttercup. Remove.
Recently installed concrete swale to diver road runoff into pond. Consider
adding a concrete forebay (box/sump) to allow easy sediment removal.

*Concept sketches for this project are included in Appendix A
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LA1-inlet location at the brine discharge

LA14-sediment accumulation at road discharge
location

Representative photos from the L’Ansecoy Bay Watershed

4.5

South End Watershed

The South End is the largest watershed on the island and has been divided into four
subwatersheds. The primary watershed strategy here is to continue with efforts to revegetate
bare conservation lands and the installation of check dams and ponds to slow and attenuate
runoff. An additional pond is being proposed for this watershed. The repair of the
embankment of an existing pond is recommended. The Mustique Company recently
commissioned a vegetation survey of the island, the findings of which could help identify
specific habitats and species for more formal protection. From this effort, it should be
determined if the conservation area at the South End contains representatives of native and/or
rare island species, or if additional conservation areas will need to be established.
Specific projects are summarized in the table below and project locations are shown in Figures
4.2 and 4.3.
Table 4.10. South End Watershed Projects
ID

Type

SE1

Infrastructure
Maintenance

SE2

Road
Improvement

SE3
SE4

Slope
Stabilization
Slope
Stabilization

Description

At existing pond/dam, repair embankment that has eroded through.
Consider installing a controlled, reinforced spillway to protect
embankment incase of large storm event.
There is a long stretch of road with nowhere for the water to discharge
along the way. Install some type of cross drain/trench with stabilized
outfall at appropriate distances along grade.
Unstable, eroding bank. Stabilize bank
Replace telephone pole roadside revetment that is rotting/deteriorating.
This could be a good location for a combination living/stone wall.
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SE5
SE6
SE7
SE8
SE9
SE10
SE11

Infrastructure
maintenance
Road
Improvement
Stormwater
Retrofit
Road
Improvement
Slope
Stabilization
Road
Improvement
Stabilization

Old trench drain to be cleaned and replaced. Find source of uphill
sedimentation. Pick up trash
Runoff near Hummingbird. Add trench drain across road. Good example
of living wall.
Public/private partnership to construct dam in valley adjacent to
Salamander. Storage of rainwater for reuse.
Stabilize outlet. Possible use of compost socks to stabilize upper bank.
Unstable, eroding bank. Stabilize bank
Re-grade road and install check dams in swale to slow erosive velocities.
Prevent paved road runoff onto dirt road.
Continue land revegetation and drainage channel stabilization work

Rutland Bay sediment pond and RT1 trail
stabilization location (inset). Successful practices
from trail restoration efforts in the South End
could be more extensively applied here.
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4.6

Other

Potential project locations were also identified in the remaining watersheds. Notes from the
field and, in some cases, potential project suggestions are provided in the table below. A
number of concepts are provided in Appendix A for projects in the Lagoon watershed. Project
locations are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
Table 4.5. Projects identified in other watersheds
Watershed

ID

Type

LK1

Channel
Stabilization

LK2

Road Improvement

LK3

Lime Kiln

Ramier Bay

RB1

Rutland Bay

RT1

Road Improvement
Infrastructure
Maintenance
Stabilization

M1

Road Improvement

M2

Road Improvement

M3

Road Improvement

M4

Road Improvement

M5

Road Improvement

Macaroni

M6
PB1
PB2
PB3
Pasture Bay

PB4

PB5

Infrastructure
Maintenance
Road Improvement
Road Improvement
Slope stabilization
Infrastructure
Maintenance
Road Improvement

Mustique Island Watershed Report

Notes from the Field

Sleeping dragon- Channel erosion below concrete
channel; sluice gate is cool; Cocoloba driveway runoff
mostly goes to cisterns. Upland re-vegetation needed.
Maybe make tank bigger; stream channel stabilization
Drainage from upper road coming down onto unpaved
Alumbrera access drive; dirt flow path across the road
from Yemanja to avoid this run-on to unpaved road
Stabilize outlet at trench drain
Scour at outlet
Trail is heavily eroded
Uphill bank potentially unstable under heavy rain
conditions; recommend wall to protect road and
development downhill (Alumbrera)
Drainage problem; impeded flow of water; defunct
drainage structures in need of maintenance. Clean out
dip, maintain/restore drainage structures, remove leaf
litter; soak away pits; retrofit existing box for
screening detritus; stabilize outlet structure
Road pitched to the outside; runoff missing dip and
damaging curb rather than being channeled to the dip.
Dip installed perpendicular to road. Extend splash pad,
pitch road to shift water flow to inside curb, alter dip.
Angle it? Alter runoff path
Box culvert, lots of leaf litter. Clean, formalize outlet
Inflow onto road; roadside stabilization needed.
Roadside stabilization; Reinforced natural flow path
Drainage problem
No drainage on road, Stabilize slope with a wall
Add dip
Check dams
Giant pond/dam; Consider adding a defined spillway
At dip may be used to convey flows out into
vegetation rather than onto road. Added ditch, need
to re-grade. At top, extend dip to convey flows into
ditch. Consider adding checks or vegetation
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Watershed

ID

LG1
LG2
LG3*
LG4
LG5*
LG6*
Lagoon

LG7*

LG8

LG9
LG10*

LG 11

Type

Stormwater
Retrofit
Road Improvement
Stormwater
Retrofit
Infrastructure
Maintenance
Pollution
Prevention
Stormwater
Retrofit
Stormwater
Retrofit
Road
Improvement/
Infrastructure
maintenance
Wetland
Restoration
Stormwater BMP
Channel
Stabilization/
Infrastructure
Maintenance

Notes from the Field

Untreated road discharge to ocean in open concrete
swale. Intercept road and divert into landscape/ berm
area
Sediment source; and roadside slope
Use vegetated roundabout island for stormwater
treatment.
Clogged trench drains
Trash pickup
Explore area for installation of a detention pond
Drainage problem/ Fire training area. Explore area for
installation of a detention pond.
Sediment in road. Long run. Intercept runoff through
inlet and cross-culvert; trench drain at road fork below
needs maintenance, is clogged and was not installed
to intercept curb line.
Study to determine if opening lagoon inlet up would
improve fish access to mangroves; what's the
downside?
Berm and hold water to intercept runoff prior to it
entering the animal area.
Stream running through Grand Bay to be stabilized and
revegetated. Good opportunity to apply permaculture
techniques. Check condition of foot bridges/culverts.
Many seem unstable.

*Concept sketches for this project are included in Appendix A
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Figure 4.1. Project location map for Lambs, Plantain, and Britannia Bay Watersheds
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Figure 4.2. Project location map for L’Ansecoy, Ramier, Rutland, Lime Kiln, and Macaroni Bay Watersheds
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Figure 4.3. Project location map for Pasture Bay, Lagoon, and South End Watersheds
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Attachment A
Restoration Concept Sketches
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Example Road Drainage Features

Turnouts: Turnouts are extensions of ditches that direct water to filtering areas. Use
only in areas where the water will flow positively away from the road and adjacent
surface waters.

Waterbars: Intercept shallow concentrated flows from ditches and moves it safely across
road surface to stable discharge point. Install at 30-degree angle to promote self-cleaning.
Can be earthen, concrete, timber, etc. Use coarse rock at outlet. Optimal up to 10-12%
road grades.

(Source British Columbia, 2001).

Example concrete waterbar detail (Coral Bay Community Council, USVI)

Example earthen detail (MA BMP Guide)

Broad Based Dips/Low Water
Crossings: Earthen, concrete, or
reinforced material to convey
surface and unconcentrated flows
across road. Allows vehicles to pass
without jarring. One foot dip occurs
over 20 to 30 feet, dip also has a 30degree angle. Use level spreader or
coarse rock at outlet. Optimal up to
10-12% road grades.

Example low water crossing in CNMI, added stones to concrete for energy dissipation and traction.

Construction of dip, low-water crossing on St. John, USVI

Stabilized outlet: Using stone, level spreader, or other energy dissipation at drainage
outlet to prevent concentrated flow from eroding at outfall. Design should incorporate
sump or other feature to trap sediment and provide access for sediment removal.

Example from Puerto Rico of stabilized road outlet down slope using stone interspersed with
vegetation (in this case vetiver grass)

Example Stormwater Treatment Practices
Rain garden (no pipes) or Bioretention (underdrains and overflow pipes): landscape depression
that uses soils and plants to remove pollutants prior to discharge or infiltration.

Schematic of a rain garden with no underdrain (from University of Florida Extension Service)

Rain garden with no underdrain (HW)
Schematic of a rain garden with no underdrain (from University of Florida Extension Service)

Rain garden to capture driveway runoff in USVI.

Rain garden to capture roof drainage at Windward Community College, Oahu

Parking lot bioretention facillities with underdrain and mulch (CNMI) or stone (Guam) surface.
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